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Submission to August 2017 Victoria
Inquiry into the Management, Governance and use of Environmental Water
Writer: Keith A Greenham AM
when restored following NBN disaster
Personal & Community Service Biography: www.Keith Greenham AM or
www.rra.org.au (Swan Hill Residents & Ratepayers Assn.)
Writers Background
 Lifetime experience in family and personal ownership in Murray River floodplain irrigation farming.
58 years residency on Pental Island’s Murray River frontage. Grazier, Dairy Farmer & in retirement.
 20 years of pioneering leadership roles in the Pental Island River Improvement Trust and successor
Pental Island River Management Board whose task was levee/wall flood protection planning and
authorisation in preparation for development of a new Parish Plan followed by implementation
under the discipline of Water Act S157. Liability for a Flow of Water reversed onus of proof.
Operations were subsumed into the North Central Catchment Management Authority and
infrastructure assets with a 2017 replacement value exceeding $10m written off and unmaintained.
Writer of 1990’s accountability documents including Annual Report to Parliament and Transitional
Documents.
 As a Shire of Swan Hill Councillor represented Council at the workshop which led to the decision that
water trading would be unregulated which on ownership linkage to land being abolished opened
the door to environment and speculative ownership, and
as a Councillor was warned of the serious condition of Lake Hume Dam wall which resulted in the
immediate release of 1million ML water and serious downstream flooding triggering compensation
claims and the Water Authority recording contingent liabilities for many years.
 Retired Municipal Flood Emergency Plan Flood Warden, continuing community member of State
Emergency Service advisory committee and contributor to their newly created emergency planning
data base. Committee aware that domestic and rural water service pipelines across leveed
floodplains risked serious service failure under levee failure flood conditions.
 Contributor of major written submissions and local knowledge to formal Investigations and Inquiries
related to water issues ranging from
1990’s Swan Hill and Mid-Murray Regional Flood Studies,
2007 VEAC River Red Gum Forests Draft Proposals (Sub 2 3 No 1992),),
2011 Flood Mitigation Infrastructure and Flood Warning and Response,
2015 Murray Darling Basin Plan Senate Inquiry (Sub, No 100)
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Submission Methodology
Based on:
o Documents in my possession including the above, the Victoria Environmental Water Holder 2015/16
Annual Report. and the 2014 Water Bill a Draft consolidation of the 1989 Water Act (giving an insight
to governing legislation) and my Summary of Regional Flood Hydrographs 1870 to 2011 (attached)
o my lifetime accumulation of local knowledge
o Avoiding cockeyed optimism and doomsday pessimism in favour of realism.
o I am acutely aware of your Parliamentary Committee responsibilities.
In the 1960’s the then Victoria Parliamentary Public Works Committee (PPWC) recommended the
dredging of Kerang’s shallow irrigation carrier Pyramid Creek to improve Swan Hill irrigation response
times in ignorance of its potential flood impact. The flood impact was felt in
1973,74,75 with Kerang Township under threat and major downstream levee failures.
The resulting PPWC Inquiry recommended major upgrade of levee systems. Fortunately we did not live
in a litigious society which demanded compensation for losses. For the Pental Island River Improvement
Trust it led to abandonment of its beneficiary pays capital works funding model in favour full State
capital works funding in compensation for State negligence.

Scope of Submission



This submission relates to the management and use of CEWH & VEWH environmental water held
and managed for use in Victoria’s Murray Darling Basin out-falling to NSW Murray River.
My understanding is that Victoria environment manager agencies would order water for projects
under the provisions of a Watering Plan and that before delivery the Plan is tested against Murray
Darling Basin Authority or any other Guidelines and a VEWH Risk Management Plan.

Geography of the Southern Murray Darling Basin





Victoria Northern and western slopes outfall to the NSW Murray River above Swan Hill
NSW Murray River above Swan Hill outfalls to the Wakool River via the Edwards River and
downstream creek and depression effluents creating a massive flood pondage basin with all flood
flow finally returning to the Murray River below Swan Hill at Wakool Junction below which Lachlan
and Murrumbidgee flows enter the Murray River.
1956 all the rivers ran flood records indicate that the years flow at Swan Hill was 7 million ML and at
the Wakool Bridge 26 million ML.

For the Murray River upstream and downstream of say Nyah/ Piangil in the Swan Hill
Municipality environmental issues are vastly different.
Community perceptions of a healthy Murray River system
Historically European settlement encountered a free flowing river system based on lake and floodplain
pondage which in
1870 recorded a level of 67.85m AHD at Swan Hill which is the current benchmark for land use planning
purposes (the exact gauge location may not be the same as presently unused) and in
1914 ran dry in the Swan Hill Region. (Pictorial evidence available) and in
1975 the European built environment Swan Hill flood level is 67.7 m AHD and the benchmark for provision of
flood mitigation services and, has not run dry in 100 years.
Settlers also encountered a treeless riverfront environment with explorer Major Mitchell unaware of the
existence of major waterways in the treeless landscape ahead.
Today’s built environment evolved through construction by horse and scoop technology of levee banks and
irrigation channels giving pioneering communities access to highly productive alluvial floodplain land in a
relatively low rainfall region.
Commissioning small river storages and irrigation diversion weirs led to the great mountain storages Hume,
Elden, Dartmouth which would have required the then equivalent of a business case to support
construction.
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Their overall potential negative environmental impact is balanced by reduced flood pondage
through levee protected urban and rural agricultural development and some lake closures.
In the Victoria Swan Hill Region Lake Baker and another east of Lake Boga along with the huge
Tyntynder/Murray Downs Prior Stream Lake whose NSW lunettes define its size are now devoted to
irrigation agriculture and LakeTutchewop and its appendage lakes to salinity management.
Kerang Lakes and Lake Boga are mid-stream water storages with limited capacity for flood pondage.
In NSW many creeks and depressions flowing northward to the Wakool River have been leveed off further
reducing pondage raising built environment flood levels.
Pental Island land types range from deep alluvial (depressions) to shallow alluvial (10cm) and red Shepparton
Clay soils. During 1975 flood levees located on the edge of highland Shepparton Clay failed indicating that
flood levels exceeded those experienced by our first people.

For Victoria upstream of Nyah/Piangil these actions more regularly raised flood levels to natural
free flow levels and beyond enhancing existing Red Gum Forests and produced the continuous
ribbons of green which we have come to love and wish to preserve, however, for NSW northward
natural peak free flow above and below Torrumbarry to the Edwards/Wakool system fell
dramatically enhancing floodplain agricultural enterprise (see hydrographic info.) but impacting
on Red Gum Forests downstream of say Nyah/Piangil justifying the Hattah Kulkine project
In some cases irrigation area rising water tables led to serious water quality problems which impacted on
river health. These have been successfully dealt with through water trading and engineering solutions.

The question is what are the specific expectations of the community?
What is the formal definition of the Healthy River System the community seeks?
We cannot reasonably argue that we abandon floodplain irrigation in favour of a return to the
conditions our first people lived in and early settlers encountered.
Terms of Reference summarised
o Management, governance and use of environmental water in Victoria
o Including but not limited to  Preventing or causing black water events
 How managers interact and use management tools
 Whether carryover impacts on water for irrigators,
 Barriers to more efficient environmental water use.
 Equity of fees and charges
Key Issues
 Water Trading and unbundling of land and water ownership while in the short term was well
intentioned in the National Interest it set the scene for long term decline in floodplain
pasture based irrigation enterprises as operators retire or react to World commodity prices.
 The Victoria Floodplain Management Strategy suggests that Flood Mitigation Infrastructure
supporting both irrigation enterprises and the environment in raising flood levels will in the
long term be abandoned due to Business Case constraints.
 The demise of subsistence farming and emergence of family farm businesses and corporate
irrigation enterprises and business case based infrastructure provision along with our
current obsession with the environment through Environmental Water Holder Objectives
has become a huge challenge and must be urgently reviewed.
 The ‘duty of care’ of agencies like VEWH to our State and National economy.
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My thoughts.
In balancing our socio, economic, environment objectives many formal strategies are involved.
Success of the Environmental Water Holders Northern Victoria Murray Darling Basin Plan based
healthy river objectives are critically linked to the sustainability of floodplain irrigation under the
dictates of many Victoria Strategies and Plans:


Conservation Strategy: Originally aimed to replace engineering solutions with land use
planning.




















Land Use Strategy: Introduction of Land Liable to Flooding Planning Scheme Overlays
warning potential landholders of the risks
Water Trading Strategy: Introduction of unregulated unbundled Water Trading aimed to
move irrigation water from unproductive land and sleeping entitlement in the Nations
external balance of trade interests however its side effect has been to threaten the
sustainability of pasture based floodplain irrigation across Northern Victoria and impact on
business case support for infrastructure upgrade and provision.
Murray Darling Basin Plan Strategy: Aimed to alleviate the perception of a dying river
system by fixing a target for buy back of irrigation water allocations and environmental use.
Irrigation Upgrade Strategy: Aims to conserve water for distribution through the MDBP
Commonwealth Water Holder to State Water Holders.
Environmental Water Holder Strategy: Delivers the outcomes required by the above
MDBP and others and is the subject of this Parliamentary Committee Inquiry.
Red Gum Forest Management Plan: Draft under review. Further developing Murray River
Park concept.
Environment Protection Strategy: Inquires into incidents and prosecutes for breaches.
Floodplain Management Strategy: Fore-shadows Business Case constraints will lead to
abandonment of unmanaged rural flood mitigation infrastructure located on Crown Land
with those located on private land being subject to local Government Planning Scheme
approval.
Emergency Management Strategy: Provides a flood emergency service based on
preservation of life and property.
Disaster Management and Recovery Strategy: Provides State funding for flood
management and recovery process
Sustainable Community Strategy: ?????
Federal Budget Recovery Strategy ?????
Federal National Food Security Strategy: ?????
Federal Positive balance of external trade Strategy: ?????
Federal & State population growth Strategy: ?????

If all these Strategies are not coordinated around sustainability of floodplain
irrigation the social, economic and environmental consequences for local
supporting communities and the Nation will be severe.
Both sustainable floodplain irrigation and a healthy river system are dependent on
flood protection/mitigation engineering works which must now be considered
strategic infrastructure.
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Advocacy
In seeking sustainability in an unregulated Water Trading environment I advocate restoring
critical long term confidence in floodplain irrigation agriculture through:
1. The Victoria Environmental Water Holder (VEWH) not activating its annual Murray Darling
Basin Region Watering Plan until full irrigator entitlement is assured.
2. Review of MDB Region Watering Plan carry over provisions to ensure Cl.1 full irrigator
entitlement is achieved.
3. Review of the Victoria Floodplain Management Strategy in regard to floodplain flood
protection/mitigation infrastructure management and its strategic environmental role.
4. That acquisition of further environmental water be justified by Compulsory Acquisition
rather than further corruption of the unregulated Water Market.
5. That VEWH be required to exercise its ‘duty of care’ for the Local, State & National
economy.
6. That with accountability for water use raised by ABC TV Four Corners in the spotlight
the methodology and accuracy of measurement of environmental water use and return
flows must be disclosed in the VEWH Annual Report.
7. That minimum Murray River flow at Torrumbary Weir be raised from 1950 MLD to
improve the built environment and avoid the water access problems in the past year.
In seeking a solution to Black Water events:
1. In regard to the fish kill and consumptive use socio economic impact and recovery cost I
have concluded that environmental watering of Red Gum forests in all climatic seasons
has a similar effect on water quality to a flash flood and that return of contaminated
environmental flows to the river must be avoided. (see following discussion)
2. The principals of the Liability provisions of the Water Act must be the discipline which
governs Red Gum Forest watering. These involve best scientific practice and local
knowledge.
In reviewing the VEWH 2015/16 Annual Report I have noted:
1. That no contingent liabilities have been created.
2. Page 19 – The extent of Return Flows and risks associated with the practice
3. That the VEWH organisation uses Vision Superannuation.
Vic Super however has a major pecuniary interest in leveed floodplain GMW Irrigation
District land use and speculative water ownership in the Swan Hill Region.

Discussion
Water Quality
Black Water
Due to its linkage to Red Gum Forest management controversy surrounds the issue. During my 58 years
reliance on the Murray River for household and irrigation water no visible event occurred however the
January 2011 flood event impacted severely on the purchaser of my property.
In seeking the cause I looked at my flood hydrographic information. Only 2 mid-summer flash flood events
having occurred in the past 100 years I considered this a possible cause.
A family member had spent 20 years in tropical Papua New Guinea, 5 years on the Fly and Strickland Rivers
working with the local people as a boat based fish buyer & processor and with scientists Tim Flannery & Ross
Smith looked into the cause of declining fish numbers.
Flash flooding of tropical forests was normal with a huge volume of water involved. One PNG lakes mud was
so contaminated it had not supported life for many years.
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My informant advises that they reached the conclusion that the nature of flash flooding and rapid discharge
of forest contaminated water into a falling effluent stream flow led to fish kills.
However on looking at the1981 Murray River flood Hydrograph it has the hallmark of a flash flood at Barham
with high flow limited to the fourth week in August and rapid decline.

Torrumbarry
Barham
Swan Hill

Laanecoorie

Although at my Pental Island property I recall no water quality problem on Tyntynder Flats below Swan Hill
the then Rural Water Corporation and their customers encountered a black water event in the channel
system as the irrigation pumps were turned on at irrigation season commencement which resulted in
pasture loss. I considered the possibility of the Authorities water weed control program being the cause
however I am assured that this was not the case.

Salinity:
Over the years the salinity problem has diminished through land & stream based engineering solutions and
unbundled (linkage to land) Water Trading away from salinized land use to productive use.
Subsistence farming Irrigation Districts developed between 1914 and 1960 with formula based water
allocation were regularly supported by 100% sales. Loss of this water under current policies along with trade
out of the Districts has left us with lifestyle holdings and little saline or other drainage water contamination
of river systems. The future of these lifestyle communities is a challenge which cannot be ignored.

Turbidity
Contamination of water by soil erosion is a natural function of rivers and streams and has led to highly fertile
floodplain land which was eagerly sought after by early settlers. It has also deposited mud in lake and
wetland/swamp beds. Cow Swamp is a Torrumbarry System irrigation water carrier, because it is shallow
and subject to wave action its mud is continually stirred up creating downstream turbidity. Out falling above
the Loddon R. Kerang Weir led to the Township being forced to draw water by pipeline from the Murray R.
at Koondrook.
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Blue Green Algae Blooms
During life on the river my only encounter involved a bloom on a riverfront lagoon w hich led livestock
drinking the w ater to fall sick. My role as volunteer secretary of Council' s Lake Boga Community
Development Committee involved BGA and it w as quite alarm ing in recent times to w itness the extent of the
Murray River bloom at Penta I Islands Greenham Lane.
I am not aw are of any possible solution. Further research into the cause is needed.

Evolution of Water Management
The follow ings Hydrographs 1916, 1956 & 1975 demonstrate the change in flood profiles before and after
commissioning Lake Hume and Lake Elden Dams.
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Historical Background
This was prepared to guide my thoughts in writing this submission
 Riverfront 1870’s Pre-emptive Freehold titles were followed by subdivision of Crown Land based on
the arrival of steam engines and centrifugal pumps capable of lifting water from the Murray River.
 In the Swan Hill Region the largely treeless Murray River natural levees were ideal for the base of
levee banks giving a measure of flood protection to emerging floodplain irrigation.
 The early 1900’s creation of an overriding Water Commission imposed a discipline on development
which was largely based on post WW1 and WW2 soldier settlement Irrigation District subsistence
farming. The Commission was directly funded by Government with irrigation farmers contribution
paid direct to State consolidated revenue.
 Early in the 1900’s direct pumping was replaced by small mountain storages and irrigation diversion
weirs with those not serviced by gravity systems having the advantage of lower pumping lifts from
weir pools.
 Soldier Settlement Irrigation works failures led to the Commission and linked Trusts being subjected
to reversed onus of proof in negligence claims for compensation related to damage by a flow of
water. The discipline remains in the statute books in 2017.
 Irrigation District Water allocation for these farms was formula based with smaller holdings
attracting higher volumes. At the higher end 100 acres attracted 100 acre/ft, holdings exceeding 100
acres attracted 100 acre/ft plus 1 in 3 thereafter.
 The system provided for development of subsistence farming vineyards, orchards and dairy farms
and gave a measure of drought resistance to larger grazing and annual crop holdings. Dryland
farmers used riverfront irrigation grazing as hedge against drought and to keep horse teams alive.
 Major floods led to the early 1900’s regulation of pioneering flood mitigation levee systems with
reconstruction by the State in the 1930’s. Regulation aimed to limit the loss of floodplain pondage to
a manageable levels and was reviewed as the great mountain storages were commissioned.
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Riverfront Levees were located on Crown Land to ensure the overall integrity of a scheme however
once built they were not maintained. With flood levels raised by the levees the disturbed river front
floodplain and works attracted the water born extension of red gums along the formerly treeless
river fronts.
The great mountain storages supplementing existing minor storages emerged. Existing irrigation and
urban development and a growing population provided the business case for their construction.
Lakes Hume 1930’s, Elden 1950’s & Dartmouth 1980’s underpin our northern Victoria economy and
Australia’s food and external balance of payments security.
The business case for their construction was undoubtedly supported by continuing development of
Irrigation District subsistence farming followed by Private Diversion Irrigation Diversion Licenses
supporting business enterprises.
South Australia called for a new Murray River storage at Chowilla on SA border and Vic/NSW a
diversion weir above Pental Island. Both proposals were abandoned.
Salinity water quality issues emerged and were tackled with engineering solutions. Water trading
enabled salinized land entitlement transfer to higher value use largely solved the problem.
Mid 1980’s The State political obsession with preserving the natural environment emerged in the
form of the Victoria State Conservation Strategy with administering authorities giving the critical
farm sector and irrigation community as well as local Township service communities a hard time.
“Flood protection levees are of no environmental benefit to Crown Land and must be removed to
private land” they declared.
The Strategy replaced engineering solutions with Land Use Planning impacting on floodplain
irrigation agriculture bringing to an end levee bank upgrade and maintenance and the 2015 Victoria
Floodplain Management Strategy now suggests that in today’s regulatory and economic climate
they will be allowed to weather away (abandoned).
The 1993 flood event brought to an end many years of adequate rainfall which supported existing
authorised consumptive water use and the Murray River environment. It filled the mountain
storages but threatened Lake Hume’s dam wall with 1 million m/l lost to consumptive use.
1990’s introduction of water trading in the National and environmental interests followed by
unbundling of land and water. Introduction led to significant loss of historic floodplain irrigation
entitlement as irrigators took the money and ran and continue to run.
Irrigation system upgrade to gain Environment Water Entitlement has in the Swan Hill Region
resulted in high cost pumped systems replacing Diversion Weir gravity systems impacting on
irrigation cost of agricultural production.
17 flood free years ended with the 2010/11 record mid-summer major flood and heralded another 7
+ flood free period extending the winter/spring predominant flood pattern to 24 years.
August 2017 - Nevertheless water storages are at 70%+ but who owns the water??
Q. Is what we have created sustainable and in the local and National long term interests??

Keith A Greenham AM

14 August 2017
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Attachment
From: Swan Hill/Tyntynder Flats Flood Study – August 1991
Relates to Advocacy Issue
7. That minimum Murray River flow at Torrumbary Weir be raised from 1950 MLD to improve
the built environment and avoid the water access problems of the past year.

